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About This Game

A free game in the truest sense of the word, TrackMania Nations Forever lets you drive at mind-blowing speeds on fun and
spectacular tracks in solo and multiplayer modes.

TrackMania Nations Forever offers a new "Forever" version of the Stadium environment, a solid solo mode and 65 brand new,
progressively challenging tracks. TrackMania Nations Forever will unite an even larger number of players than the original

Nations thanks to its engaging multiplayer modes, innovative online functions and revolutionary interactivity between players.

For TrackMania Nations Forever, Nadeo studio chose to take advantage of the PC's capacities as a gaming, creative and
communications platform in order to allow a greater number of players to share a unique gaming experience:

Features:
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A completely free game.

A captivating solo mode with 65 brand new tracks.

Join millions of players online and compete on thousands of tracks on the TrackMania servers.

One complete TrackMania environment: Stadium "Forever".

An in-game editor to create your own tracks, video studio to realize your own movies and a paint shop to customize your
vehicles.

Official ladders for solo and multiplayer.

Compatible with TrackMania United Forever (profile and multiplayer servers).
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It's a good game. I've logged somewhere close to 1000 hours on this before finding it on steam. The online community is hit or
miss, but the single player campaign is fantastic. Get a couple of friends, and get ready to fight for that last .001 of a second so
you can win. Stupid physics, stupid speeds, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing fun levels.. im mostly doing this coz of the
background music..... but seriously, this game is very addictive. gameplay is very well done, and man the background music is
good. Original price for the complete pack is a little over the top imo, but if you do have that much to spare, go for it. I wouldn't
regret it .. Sonic The Hedgehog with 4 wheels. GOTTA GO FAST.. played on druagas game night today and had a great time
going off the map on crappy maps
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nawet fajne. this game is good and the type of game is a race. Can ride on all kinds of fertilizers and other developed or their
routes. Can create their machines and map. And a good game.. Really cool game needs improvement tho!. TrakMania Nations
Forever is a very salty game with much salt. wicked fast!!!!!!!!!!!! want speed? This games for you!. Free to play, but the free
account is limited to an excessive, over the top amount. For example, you can only do 5 races in a row until you are basically
forced to sit out and spectate the ENTIRE next race. Try to leave and join another? Nope, nice try. You are required to sit and
wait for a good 5-10 minutes and if you try to leave to join another server it starts all over again. Five more races, and then
another round of spectating. Sure, to most people that is fine and they suck it up but for a guy who likes to sit down, relax, and
play for more than a little bit at a time that is a major let down. It sucks, because if they wouldnt have implemented that little
limitation this game would be awesome. Great user made tracks, fast, arcade racing fun is what this game nails perfectly. I
would recommend but they need to lift that limitation and get rid of it because its not for safety, for hackers, or anything for
that matter. Its just a way to be a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pushing you to buy the full game. Also, the full
game is like $20 or $30 last time i checked. This game is pretty good, but it is not $30 good. That being said, if you are willing
to sit out every five rounds of racing and watch other people race, then download it. This version is free. Unless it is on sale for
like $5, stick to the free version.
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